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Abstract

Automatic essay evaluation can help reduce
teachers’ workload and enable students to re-
fine their works rapidly. Previous studies focus
mainly on giving discrete scores for either
the holistic quality or several distinct traits.
However, real-world teachers usually provide
detailed comments in natural language, which
are more informative than single scores. In this
paper, we present the comment generation task,
which aims to generate comments for specified
segments from given student narrative essays.
To tackle this task, we propose a planning-
based generation model, which first plans
a sequence of keywords, and then expands
these keywords into a complete comment. To
improve the correctness and informativeness of
generated comments, we adopt two following
techniques: (1) training an error correction
module to filter out incorrect keywords, and
(2) recognizing fine-grained structured features
from source essays to enrich the keywords.
To support the evaluation of the task, we
collect a human-written Chinese dataset,
which contains 22,399 essay-comment pairs.
Extensive experiments show that our model
outperforms strong baselines significantly.
Moreover, we exert explicit control on our
model to generate comments to describe the
strengths or weaknesses of inputs with a 91%
success rate. We deploy the model at http:
//coai.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/static/
essayComment/. A demo video is available at
https://youtu.be/IuFVk8dUxbI. Our code
and data are available at https://github.
com/thu-coai/EssayCommentGen.

1 Introduction

Automatic essay evaluation is a useful educational
application of natural language processing (Page,
1966), which is beneficial for reducing teachers’
workload and enabling students to improve writing

*Equal contribution.
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(In the morning there are few people and it 
is better to go in the evening. In the 
evening, the lights come on. Red, white, 
green and yellow colored lights are like 
blooming flowers, which are on 12 zodiac 
signs, plants, restaurants and famous 
buildings. All of them are so beautiful.)
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(The use of simile and 
environmental descriptions 
vividly write the visual 
characteristics of the portrayed 
object.)
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(The appropriate use of some 
idioms will make your essay 
more vivid.)
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Figure 1: An example for the comment generation task.
Given an essay with a specified segment (separated
from the rest using special tokens <extra_id_0> and
<extra_id_1>), the model should generate a sentence
to comment the strengths or weaknesses of the segment.

skills independently. Prior studies focus mainly
on automatic essay scoring (AES) in terms of ei-
ther holistic scores (Cozma et al., 2018) or trait-
specific scores (Mathias and Bhattacharyya, 2020;
Song et al., 2020). However, real-world teachers
usually provide detailed comments in natural lan-
guage, which are more informative so that students
can know more about the strengths and weaknesses
of their works.

In this work, we present the first study on au-
tomatic comment generation, which requires gen-
erating a fluent comment in natural language to
describe strengths or weaknesses for a specified
segment from a given student essay, as exemplified
in Figure 1. We only focus on narrative essays in
this work, which comprise more than 90% of our
originally collected essays. The challenges of the
task mainly lie in the following three folds: (1) Cap-
turing the linguistic features of the essay, ranging
from the wording, rhetorical methods (e.g., “simile”
in the example) to discourse structures. (2) Gen-
erating coherent comments to correctly reflect the
strengths or weaknesses (e.g., the segment does not
use idioms in the example) of the essay. (3) Gen-
erating informative and diverse comments since
generic comments such as “it is good” do not pro-
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vide any helpful guidance for students, and it is
also expected to generate diverse comments for
different essays.

To tackle the problem, we propose a planning-
based generation model (Yao et al., 2019), which
first plans a sequence of keywords concerning spe-
cific writing skills such as “simile”, and then ex-
pands the keywords into a coherent comment. On
the one hand, planning helps build explicit connec-
tions between essays and underlying skills, which
alleviates the degeneration issue that the model
focuses on predicting common elements such as
“more vivid” and tends to generate generic com-
ments (Fan et al., 2019). On the other hand, we can
exert direct control on the intermediate keywords
to improve the correctness and informativeness of
generated comments. Specifically, we fine-tune
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to serve as an error
correction module to filter out incorrect keywords,
which is trained to discriminate matching relations
between essays and keywords. Moreover, we rec-
ognize structured features from source essays in
terms of idioms, proverbs, quotes, descriptive and
rhetorical methods using heuristic techniques or
pretrained classifiers. Then we combine these fea-
tures with the predicted keywords. To control the
type of generated comments, we insert a binary
control code before the keywords and comments
(0/1 for describing strengths/weaknesses). In the
comment generation stage, we inject noise into the
ground-truth keywords during training (Tan et al.,
2021) to alleviate the exposure bias issue intro-
duced by planning (Ranzato et al., 2016).

To support training and evaluation of the pro-
posed task, we collect a Chinese dataset that con-
tains 22,399 essay-comment pairs. Extensive ex-
periments show that our model outperforms strong
baselines in correctness, informativeness and diver-
sity. Furthermore, we build a website to enable real-
time interaction with our deployed model, where
a user can upload a Chinese student essay and see
comments along with recognized structured fea-
tures for most paragraphs.

2 Related Work

Automatic Essay Scoring There have been wide
explorations for automatic essay scoring, including
holistic essay scoring and trait-specific essay scor-
ing (Mathias and Bhattacharyya, 2020). Holistic
essay scoring aims to assign an overall score for the
essay. Taghipour and Ng (2016); Tay et al. (2018)

used LSTM and Dong and Zhang (2016); Dong
et al. (2017) used CNN to give a total score for the
essay. Cozma et al. (2018) utilized word embed-
ding clusters and string kernels to achieve strong
performances. Yang et al. (2020) jointly resolved
the essay scoring task and the essay ranking task
through fine-tuning the BERT model. Trait-specific
essay scoring aims to assign different scores for dif-
ferent traits of an essay, such as thesis clarity (Ke
et al., 2019), style (Mathias and Bhattacharyya,
2018) and narrative quality (Somasundaran et al.,
2018). Mathias and Bhattacharyya (2020) com-
pared different trait-agnostic approaches to auto-
matically score many different essay traits. How-
ever, all these works assign numeric scores for an
essay, while we focus on generating a readable
comment.

Essay Assessment Systems Attali and Burstein
(2006) constructed a system named E-rater, which
could provide numeric scores for different features
such as grammar and style. LinggleWrite (Tsai
et al., 2020) focused on grammatical error correc-
tion and automatic essay scoring. The system most
similar to ours is IFlyEA (Gong et al., 2021), which
has grammar level analysis techniques and compo-
nents for discourse and rhetoric analysis. It also
integrates the fine-grained analysis to form a review
for the whole essay using templates. However, our
system is capable of generating diverse and natu-
ral comments without the usage of templates and
could give comments for different segments of the
essay.

Planning-based Generation Humans usually
outline the overall framework before writing. Many
works have explored planning-based text genera-
tion, which first predicts an intermediate represen-
tation as a plan and then generates the complete
text conditioned on the plan. The plan could be
a series of keywords (Yao et al., 2019), an action
sequence (Fan et al., 2019; Goldfarb-Tarrant et al.,
2020) or a dense keyword distribution (Kang and
Hovy, 2020; Kong et al., 2021). Tan et al. (2021)
progressively refined the produced domain-specific
content keywords into complete passages in multi-
ple stages. In this paper, we adapt planning to the
automatic comment generation task and improve
the correctness and informativeness by revising the
intermediate keywords.
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3 Method

We formulate our task as follows: given an essay
X = (x1, x2, · · · , xM ) with M tokens and a spec-
ified segment from xi to xj (the segment is sepa-
rated from the rest using special tokens), the model
should generate a comment Y = (y1, y2, · · · , yN )
with N tokens for the segment. The comment ei-
ther shows praise for the strengths of the segment,
or gives advice to improve the weaknesses of the
segment.

Essay: ... <extra_id_0> ... In the evening, the lights 
come on. Red, white, green and yellow colored lights 
are like blooming flowers, which are on 12 zodiac 
signs, plants, restaurants and famous buildings. All of 
them are so beautiful. <extra_id_1> ...

Comment Keyword Planner

simile
echo

Error Correction Module

Feature
Recognition
Module

simile
echo

rhetorical method: simile
descriptive method: environmental visual

simile
rhetorical descriptive
environmental visual

Comment Generator

Comment: The use of simile and environmental descriptions vividly write 
the visual characteristics of the portrayed object.

Figure 2: An overview of our model. The comment key-
word planner takes an essay with a specified segment
as input, and generates a sequence of keywords. To im-
prove the correctness and informativeness of generated
comments, we modify the keyword sequence by first fil-
tering out incorrect keywords using the error correction
module and then inserting structured features from the
feature recognition module. Then we feed the polished
keyword sequence into the comment generator along
with the original essay to get the final comment. During
training, we train different modules separately.

3.1 Model Overview

As shown in Figure 2, we propose a planning-based
model, which first plans an out-of-order sequence
of keywords and then organizes them into a com-
plete comment. Furthermore, we add an error
correction module which filters out incorrect key-
words using a fine-tuned BERT classifier. We also
employ a feature recognition module to recognize
fine-grained structured features such as idioms, de-
scriptive and rhetorical methods from the source
essay X to enrich the keywords. Moreover, in the
comment generation stage, we perturb the input
keywords by inserting a random word to alleviate
the exposure bias problem. To control the type of
the generated comment, we insert a binary control
code before generating the keywords and comment.

3.2 Two-staged Planning

Directly generating comments may make mod-
els fail to learn specific writing skills and sim-
ply over-fit the generic components such as “it is
good”, which make up the majority of each com-
ment. Therefore, we extract relatively important
keywords that have higher TF-IDF (Manning et al.,
2010) values than a fixed threshold 0.3 from com-
ments, which are more likely to relate to specific
writing skills. Then we employ a comment key-
word planner to predict the keywords, and a com-
ment generator to organize them into a complete
comment. In order to insert new keywords obtained
from the feature recognition module without worry-
ing about insertion positions, we randomly shuffle
the extracted keywords. We train the planner and
generator by optimizing the negative log-likelihood
of ground truths, respectively, formally as follows:

Lplan = − 1

T

T∑

t=1

logP (kt|X, k<t), (1)

Lgen = − 1

N

N∑

t=1

logP (yt|X,K, y<t), (2)

where K = (k1, k2, · · · , kT ) with T tokens is the
extracted keyword sequence.

3.3 Keywords Filtering and Adding

Intermediate keywords have a significant impact
on the quality of generated comments. We observe
two main problems in generated keywords: (1) The
writing skills reflected by some keywords are not
used in the source essay (e.g., “echo” in Figure 2),
which makes it difficult for the comment generator
to generate a correct comment. (2) The generated
keywords are not enough to cover the used writing
skills (e.g., environmental description in Figure 2),
which decreases the informativeness of the gener-
ated comment. Therefore, we adopt an error cor-
rection module and a feature recognition module to
modify the keywords and improve the correctness
and informativeness of generated comments.

Error Correction Module To filter out incor-
rect keywords from a keyword sequence, we fine-
tune a BERT classifier to predict the probability
P (ci = 1|X, ki) for a keyword ki being incorrect,
where ci is the binary label to indicate whether ki
is correct (ci = 1) or not (ci = 0). During training,
we take original essay-keyword pairs as positive
examples and randomly sampled keywords from
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the whole dataset to create the same number of
negative examples. We derive the loss function as
follows:

Lcor = − 1

T

T∑

i=1

(
logP (ci = 1|X, ki)+

logP (ci = 0|X, k̂i)
)
, (3)

P (ci|X, ki) = softmax(Wh + b), (4)

where k̂i denote the i-th keyword in the randomly
sampled keyword sequence, h denotes the hidden
state at the position of the [CLS] token and W and
b are learnable parameters. The fine-tuned BERT
classifier achieves 79.8% accuracy on the test set.

Feature Recognition Module After filtering out
incorrect keywords using the error correction mod-
ule, the keyword sequence may still miss some im-
portant features in the source essays. Therefore, we
recognize five kinds of fine-grained features from
inputs1.We show several examples of the struc-
tured features in Table 1. For idioms, proverbs and
quotes, we directly perform word-by-word match-
ing with private off-the-shelf corpora. And we
randomly insert the keys of these features into the
keyword sequence. We also randomly insert the
values of idioms into the keyword sequence. For
each kind of descriptive and rhetorical methods2,
we fine-tune BERT as a binary sentence classifier
using about 50k manually annotated examples. The
fine-tuned BRETs could achieve 92% - 98% accu-
racy for different kinds of descriptive and rhetori-
cal methods. Then we randomly insert both keys
and values of these features recognized by the fine-
tuned BERTs into the keyword sequence. We only
insert keywords that are not in the sequence to
avoid duplication. Finally, we feed the polished
keyword sequence into the comment generator to
generate the final comment. Note that the comment
generator has seen similar fine-grained features ex-
tracted by TF-IDF algorithm during training.

3.4 Comment Generation
In the comment generation stage, the lack of ex-
posure to the generated keyword sequence (i.e.,
the exposure bias issue) may impair the generation
performance. To alleviate this issue, we follow
Tan et al. (2021) to perturb the input keywords

1https://openai.100tal.com/documents/article/
page

2All kinds of descriptive and rhetorical methods are shown
in the appendix.

Keys Values

成语 无坚不摧
idiom indestructible

俗语 好事不出门，坏事传千里
proverb bad news travels fast

引用 千里之行，始于足下
quote a journey of a thousand miles be-

gins with single step

描写方法 动作描写
descriptive method action description

修辞方法 比喻
rhetorical method simile

Table 1: Examples for five kinds of fine-grained struc-
tured features. Keys indicate the feature type and values
indicate the feature content.

during training. We try various perturbation tech-
niques including replacing a keyword with a ran-
domly sampled one and removing one keyword
randomly (Tan et al., 2021), and find that simply
inserting a random keyword leads to the best per-
formance in automatic evaluation.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

As there is no available dataset for our task, we
manually collected a large Chinese dataset to train
and evaluate our model. We first collect a large
number of pictures of student essays along with
comments from professional teachers and the stu-
dents’ grades from an online school3. Then we
filtered out the essays written by students below the
fourth grade to ensure the essays contain abundant
writing skills, and retained only narrative essays
in this work. Afterwards, we asked crowd-sourced
annotators to convert the pictures into texts with
the following requirements: (1) Correcting mis-
spellings or incorrect punctuation marks; (2) Refus-
ing incomplete essays; (3) Refusing comments that
do not correspond to specific segments; (4) Mark-
ing the type of comments, i.e., describing strengths
or weaknesses. Then we converted marked com-
ment types to binary control codes and insert them
before comments and extracted keywords. The de-
tailed statistics are shown in Table 2. We ensure
the essays in the training, validation and test sets
do not have overlapping titles.

3https://www.xueersi.com/
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Train Valid Test

# Examples 18,100 2,263 2,036
# Essays 3,996 540 887

Avg. Title Len 5.82 6.06 6.10
Avg. Essay Len 406.89 382.85 345.08
Avg. Number of Par 4.92 4.46 4.28
Avg. Segment Len 97.58 96.15 79.64
Avg. Comment Len 33.92 39.09 38.54

Strength Ratio 84.38% 80.69% 79.47%
Weakness Ratio 15.62% 19.31% 20.53%

Avg. Number of Key 3.65 3.74 4.14

Table 2: Dataset statistics. Len/Par/Key is the abbrevi-
ation of Length/Paragraph/Keyword. We compute the
length by counting the number of Chinese characters.
Segment is the specified segment which should be com-
mented on. Strength/Weakness Ratio means the propor-
tion of the comments that describe strengths/weaknesses
of segments.

4.2 Baselines
We use LongLM (Guan et al., 2022) as our back-
bone model, which is pretrained on a large Chinese
novel dataset with an encoder-decoder transformer
architecture. We also use GPT2 (Radford et al.,
2019) as a baseline. They directly generate com-
ments conditioned on the source essays with speci-
fied segments. To verify the effectiveness of each
proposed component, we exclude them from our
model one by one: (1) w/o feature: excluding the
feature recognition module; (2) w/o correct: ad-
ditionally excluding the error correction module;
(3) w/o perturb: additionally excluding the pertur-
bations added to the keywords when training the
comment generator.

4.3 Experiment Settings
Due to limited resources, we follow LongLMBase’s
hyper-parameters (224M parameters) and utilize
the public pretrained checkpoint to initialize our
model. We set the learning rate to 3e-5 and batch
size to 40. We set GPT2 to the small version with
102M parameters. Other hyper-parameters are the
same as LongLM.

In both the planning and comment generation
stages, we use top-p sampling with p = 0.9 (Holtz-
man et al., 2020) combined with beam search (num-
ber of beams is 4). We only retain comments for
automatic evaluation. For the error correction mod-
ule, we fine-tune a pretrained Chinese BERT (Cui
et al., 2020) on auto-constructed data. We set the
learning rate to 1e-5 and batch size to 16. For all
models, we select the best checkpoint based on the

Models B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 D-3 D-4

GPT2 19.01 11.49 8.90 7.59 7.23 8.65
LongLM 33.40 26.16 22.98 21.13 6.05 7.39

Our Model 36.16 28.32 24.87 22.86 9.61 13.56
w/o feature 35.39 27.53 24.14 22.19 9.28 13.05
w/o correct 34.88 26.64 23.07 21.01 11.49 15.73
w/o perturb 33.94 25.58 22.02 19.97 12.25 16.90

Ground Truth 100 100 100 100 24.81 28.29

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results. The best perfor-
mance is highlighted in bold. All results are multiplied
by 100. Note that the components are incrementally
removed in the ablation study. For example, w/o correct
excludes the feature recognition module and the error
correction module.

performance on the validation set. To improve the
training speed, we train our model on two gpus with
mixed precision training and early stop is adopted.

4.4 Automatic Evaluation

Metrics We adopt the following automatic met-
rics for evaluation on the test set. (1) BLEU (B-n):
We use n = 1, 2, 3, 4 to evaluate n-gram overlap
between generated and ground-truth comments (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002). (2) Distinct (D-n): We use
the ratio of distinct n-grams to all the generated
n-grams (Li et al., 2016) to measure the generation
diversity (n = 3, 4).

Result Table 3 shows the automatic evaluation
results. Although GPT2 has higher generation
diversity, its BLEU score is significantly lower
than our backbone model LongLM, suggesting its
worse generation quality. Compared with GPT2
and LongLM, our model improves significantly on
both BLEU and Distinct scores, indicating higher
quality and diversity of the generated comments.
As for the ablation study, we can draw the follow-
ing conclusions: (1) Using fine-grained features to
enrich the keywords improves both the quality and
diversity of the generated comments. (2) Error cor-
rection module mainly improves the BLEU scores.
We note that it has a negative effect on diversity,
which suggests the classifier may tend to retain
commonly used keywords. (3) Adding perturba-
tions to inputs of the comment generator mainly
improves the quality of the composed comments
as indicated by a higher BLEU score. Besides,
through explicitly extracting informative keywords
from the comments, we enforce the model to at-
tend on the distinct part of the comments, which
greatly improves the generation diversity (compar-
ing LongLM and w/o perturb). In summary, all
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Models Correctness Informativeness Coherence
Win / Lose / Tie κ Win / Lose / Tie κ Win / Lose / Tie κ

Ours vs. LongLM 33∗/ 12 / 55 0.71 37∗/ 15 / 48 0.79 8 / 9 / 83 0.73
Ours vs. Humans 15 / 26 / 59 0.46 24 / 18 / 58 0.77 5 / 11 / 84 0.38

Table 4: Manual evaluation results. The scores indicate the percentage of win, lose or tie (%) when comparing our
model with LongLM or humans. κ denotes Fleiss’s kappa to measure the inter-annotator agreement. ∗ means the
difference is significant with p-value< 0.01 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

components positively impact the quality or the di-
versity of the generated comments, and our model
strikes a good balance between these two aspects.

4.5 Manual Evaluation

We conduct pair-wise comparisons with LongLM
and humans (i.e., ground-truth comments). We
randomly sample 100 examples from the test set
and obtain 300 examples in total. For each pair of
comments along with the input, we hire three well-
trained professional annotators to give a preference
(win, lose or tie) in terms of three aspects: (1) Cor-
rectness: whether the strengths or weaknesses iden-
tified by the comment are actually present in the
segment; (2) Informativeness: how much informa-
tive information such as “idiom” does the comment
contain; (3) Coherence, whether the comment is
coherent in terms of grammatical correctness, and
inter-sentence relatedness, causal and temporal de-
pendencies. Each aspect is evaluated independently
and annotators are unaware of the comments source.
We adopt majority voting to make the final deci-
sions among three annotators.

As shown in Table 4, our model significantly
outperforms LongLM in terms of correctness and
informativeness and is comparable with LongLM
in coherence. Notably, our model can generate
more informative comments than humans thanks
to additional information from the feature recog-
nition module, despite the risk of making mis-
takes. All results show fair (0.2< κ ⩽0.4), mod-
erate (0.4< κ ⩽0.6) or substantial (0.6< κ ⩽0.8)
inter-annotator agreement.

We also manually evaluate the controllability of
our model to generate two different types of com-
ments (describing strengths or weaknesses). We
randomly sample 50 essays from the test set, and
generate two comments for each essay to describe
strengths and weaknesses, respectively, using dif-
ferent control codes. Then for each example, we
ask three well-trained annotators to decide whether
the generated comment is consistent with the given
control code. We also adopt majority voting to

Figure 3: An screenshot of our demo website.

make final decisions among three annotators. We
find that 91% of the comments are successfully con-
trolled by the control code and the Fleiss’s kappa
is 0.85, indicating almost perfect inter-annotator
agreement. We conclude that our model has good
controllability to generate different kinds of com-
ments so that it can meet the needs of different
users for showing praise or giving advice.

5 Demonstration

A screenshot of our demo website is shown in
Figure 3. After entering the title and the body
of the article, the user can submit a request and
get the result after a few seconds. We comment
on all paragraphs except those that contain less
than 15 Chinese characters and do not have any
recognized structured features. Also, we show
recognized fine-grained structured features on the
right. The sentences and keywords corresponding
to these features are underlined and marked green.
With these comments and fine-grained features,
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the user can fully understand the essay’s strengths
and weaknesses. Besides the demo website, we
also create a github repository at https://github.
com/thu-coai/EssayCommentGen, where users
can freely use our code and data under the MIT
license.

6 Conclusion

We present a planning-based model for a new task
named essay comment generation, which first plans
a sequence of keywords and then expands these
keywords into a complete comment. Furthermore,
we utilize an error correction module and a fea-
ture recognition module to modify the generated
keywords for improving the correctness and infor-
mativeness of final comments. We manually collect
a new Chinese dataset for this task. Extensive ex-
periments show that our model outperforms strong
baselines. We have deployed our model online to
help with the automatic essay evaluation. We ex-
pect our work to facilitate further research on this
new task and benefit both teachers and students.
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A Data Collection

As described in “Section 4.1: Dataset” in our paper,
we first collect a large number of pictures of teacher
commented student essays and then ask annotators
to convert the pictures into texts. We show an
example of the original pictures in Figure 4. The
corresponding text annotated by humans is shown
in Figure 5.

B Manual Evaluation

To perform manual evaluation, we hire well-trained
professional annotators from a Chinese crowd-
sourcing company. For the pairwise comparison
evaluation, the annotation instructions are sum-
marized as follows: (1) Correctness. Annotators
should neglect slight incoherence of the comments
and focus on the correctness aspect. If both com-
ments are correct or incorrect, the result should be
a tie. Otherwise, the correct comment should be
labeled as a win while the other comment should be
labeled as a loss. (2) Informativeness. Annotators
should neglect slight incoherence of the comments
and focus on the informativeness aspect. If two
comments contain close amounts of informative
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Figure 4: An example of the original pictures of teacher commented student essays.
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Figure 5: An example of the essay with comments annotated by human. The source essay is on the left side and the
commented segments are bolded and underlined. The segments along with the comments are shown on the right.
Comments could point out the strengths or weaknesses of the segments.
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information, the result should be a tie. Otherwise,
the more informative comment should be labeled
as a win while the other comment should be la-
beled as a loss. (3) Coherence. Annotators should
focus on the correctness aspect. If both comments
are coherent or incoherent, the result should be a
tie. Otherwise, the coherent comment should be
labeled as a win while the other comment should
be labeled as a loss. We give each annotator ¥1.8
for annotating one pair of comments and one anno-
tator’s hourly rate is about ¥108.

For the controllability evaluation, we offer an-
notators the generated comment and the control
token. Annotators should judge whether the com-
ment points out the strengths or weaknesses as the
control token specifies. We give each annotator
¥0.5 for annotating one sample and one annotator’s
hourly rate is about ¥90.

C Keywords Polishing Details

On the test set, we filter out 1.23 keywords using
the error correction module and add 1.50 keywords
using the feature recognition module for generating
each comment on average.

D Structured Features

All descriptive methods include:

• 味觉描写 (taste description)

• 心理描写 (psychology description)

• 嗅觉描写 (smell description)

• 外貌描写 (appearance description)

• 环境描写 (environment description)

• 神态描写 (expression description)

• 语言描写 (language description)

• 动作描写 (action description)

• 视觉描写 (vision description)

• 触觉描写 (touch description)

All rhetorical methods include:

• 比喻 (simile)

• 拟人 (personification)

• 排比 (parallelism)

• 反问 (rhetorical question)

• 设问 (hypophora)
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